EVERGREEN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
SITE CONCERNS/SUCCESES

__________________________ School

Date: __________ Site Rep (s): ______________________

__________________________

__________________________

Concern/Success: __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Describe the scope of this issue (Ex. Grade level, site, district): ______________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Is your principal aware of the situation? What steps have been taken to resolve the issue at the site level?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Do you believe it’s contractual and could be the subject of a grievance? (Article, section) Why? __________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Is it an organizing issue? How many people at your site are aware of the concern? Do you believe they would come together to seek a solution?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

(Continue on the back as needed)

*TURN INTO VICE PRESIDENT NO LATER THAN 4:15 ON MEETING DATE

*For officer use only

ACTION: Ex. Board District FAC Superintendent Grievance Other: ________________